Equine leukoencephalomalacia (ELEM) due to fumonisins B1 and B2 in Argentina
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In August 2007 an outbreak of neurological disease and sudden death in Arabian horses occurred in a farm located in Coronel Rosales County, Buenos Aires Province, Argentina. The animals were on a pasture of native grasses and supplemented ad libitum with corn kernels and wheat bran. Three horses were observed having acute neurologic signs including blindness, four leg ataxia, hyperexcitability, aimless walking and circling, followed by death in two of them. Four other horses were found dead overnight without a history of neurologic signs. The morbidity, mortality and lethality rates were 11.6%, 10% and 85.7%, respectively. Grossly, the brain showed focal areas of hemorrhage, brown-yellow discoloration and softening of the sub-cortical white matter. The microscopic brain lesions consisted of extensive areas of malacia within the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres, brainstem and cerebellum, characterized by rarefaction of the white matter with cavitations filled with proteinaceous edema, multifocal hemorrhages and mild infiltration by neutrophils, and rare eosinophils. Swollen glial cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm, distinct cell borders, intracytoplasmic deeply eosinophilic globules and eccentric, hyperchromatic, occasionally pyknotic nucleus were present throughout the areas of rarefaction hemorrhage, edema and necrosis. The feed supplements contained 12,490 μg/kg of fumonisin B1 and 5,251 μg/kg of fumonisin B2. This is the first reported outbreak of ELEM associated with consumption of feed supplements containing high concentrations of fumonisins in Argentina.
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tância branca sub-cortical. Microscopically, as lesões cerebrais consistiram de extensas áreas de malácia na substância branca dos hemisférios cerebrais, do tronco encefálico e do cerebelo. Estas lesões da substância branca se caracterizaram por rarefação, cavidades contendo fluido proteináceo (edema), hemorragias multifocais e moderado infiltrado por neutrófilos e raros eosinófilos. Células gliais tumefazidas com abundante citoplasma eosinílico, limites celulares evidentes, globules citoplasmáticos eosinóflicos, e núcleo excêntrico, hiperemático e ocasionalmente picnótico foram observadas nas áreas de rarefação, edema, hemorragias e necrose. Os suplementos alimentares continham 12.490µg/kg de fumonisina B1 e 5.251µg/kg de fumonisina B2. Este é o primeiro surto reportado na Argentina de leuconecefalomalácia equina associado ao consumo de suplementos alimentares contendo altas concentrações de fumonisinas.
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INTRODUCTION

Equine leukoencephalomalacia (ELEM), also known as equine myotoxic encephalomalacia or moldy corn poisoning is a devastating neurologic diseases of equidae characterized by acute central neurological clinical signs associated with liquefactive necrosis of the cerebral sub-cortical white matter. The disease has been reported in several countries and it is caused by ingestion of one or more type of fumonisins (Marasas et al. 1988, Kellerman et al. 1990), mycotoxins produced by several species of fungi of the genus Fusarium, including F. proliferatum and F. verticilloides (formerly F. moniliforme) (Shephard et al. 1996), that are frequent corn (Zea mays) and corn by-products contaminants (Cawood et al. 1991, Ross et al. 1991). More than 28 types of fumonisins have been isolated and characterized (Rheeder et al. 2002). Of these, fumonisins B1 (FB1), B2 (FB2) and B3 are the most common in nature and FB1 is the most frequently detected in corn worldwide (Beasley 1999, FDA 2001, Wu 2006) and the most commonly associated with ELEM outbreaks. Fumonisins are responsible for a variety of health problems in several animal species, including humans. These compounds are carcinogenic in laboratory rodents (NTP 2001) and the International Agency for Research on Cancer of the World Health Organization has included them in the list of probable carcinogenic substances for humans (WHO 2002).

Amongst the domestic animals, horses are the most sensitive to fumonisin intoxication, the toxic effects of FB1 in this species being dose-dependent (Foreman et al. 2004). Most naturally occurring cases of ELEM have taken place with feed containing FB1 concentrations above 10,000µg/kg (Ross et al. 1991). Affected horses develop acute neurological clinical signs after a variable exposure time, which ranges between 7 and 180 days, or die suddenly and unexpectedly after only mild neurologic clinical alteration or without clinical signs being observed (Wilson et al. 1992, Beasley 1999, Foreman et al. 2004). The clinical signs include decreased tongue tone and mobility, proprioceptive deficit, ataxia, anorexia, lethargy, blindness, circling, aimless walking, head-pressing, hyperexcitability, diaphoresis and coma (Summers et al. 1995, Beasley 1999, Foreman et al. 2004, Maxie & Youssef 2007). Affected animals that develop clinical signs but survive usually show some degree of neurologic deficit for life (Summers et al. 1995, Beasley 1999, Maxie & Youssef 2007).

The pathogenesis of ELEM is not yet completely understood. The enzyme sphingosine-N-acyltransferase (whose substrates are sphingosine and fatty acyl-CoA) is structurally inhibited by fumonisins. This enzyme is involved in sphingolipids biosynthesis and it is hypothesized that the accumulation of the enzyme substrates as well as the depletion of complex sphingolipids, may account for the toxicity of these fumonisins (Merril et al. 1996, Beasley 1999).

The characteristic gross lesion of ELEM is restricted to the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres and consists of softening, cavitation and yellow discoloration (leukoencephalomalacia). The lesion may be focal or multifocal, uni or bilateral (Summers et al. 1995), and mild cases may not show gross lesions at all (Beasley 1999). Histologically, the most characteristic lesions consist of areas of liquefactive necrosis, edema and hemorrhage affecting the encephalic white matter (Maxie & Youssef 2007). A presumptive diagnosis is established based on clinical signs and on gross and/or histological findings. Confirmation of the diagnosis relies on detection of toxic concentrations of fumonisins in feed (Beasley 1999). We describe here a cluster of cases of ELEM in Argentina, a country in which no cases of the disease associated with consumption of fumonisins have been reported before.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical history

In August 2007 an outbreak of neurological disease and sudden death in Arabian horses occurred in a farm located in Coronel Rosales County, Buenos Aires Province, Argentina. A herd of 60, 2 to 4-year-old male Arabian horses was grazing on natural pastures in a 160 hectare paddock. In addition, the animals were supplemented ad libitum with a mixture of corn kernels and wheat bran administered in silo feeders. Within ten days after the horses began consuming the supplement, 4 horses were found dead and 3 others were seen showing acute neurological signs. The animals had been seen the day before by the caretaker and they appeared healthy. The clinical signs of the sick animals were of variable severity and included blindness, circling, aimless walking, ataxia and hyperexcitability. The clinical signs worsened until the horses became laterally recumbent and two of them died 24h after the onset of the clinical signs. The third horse, which presented milder clinical signs, was treated with thiamine, antibiotics, dexamethasone and flunixin, and it showed a slow partial recovery. The morbidity, mortality and lethality rates were 11.6%, 10% and 85.7%, respectively.

Laboratory tests

Post-mortem examinations of one of the horses found dead (Horse # 1) and one of the animals that had been observed
presenting neurological signs (Horse # 2) were performed. Both animals were 3 years old. The estimated elapsed time between death and necropsy was 12h and 3h, respectively. Samples from brain, liver, spleen, kidney, intestine, lung, stomach, heart, lymph node, adrenal gland and urinary bladder were collected and fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 48h. The brains were fixed whole for 48h after which they were sliced at ~5mm intervals and fixed for another 48h in fresh formalin, and the following areas were obtained: cortex, brain stem, cerebellum and medulla oblongata. The tissues were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5μm and stained routinely with hematoxylin and eosin (HE).

A blood sample was collected from Horse # 2 and the serum was processed by capture ELISA for West Nile Virus (WNV) IgM antibody detection as previously described (Ostlund 2008). Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was collected from both horses and used for WNV IgM antibody detection using the same technique described above for the serum of Horse # 2.

From Horse # 2, a pool of brain tissue (cerebrum, cerebellum and medulla oblongata) was collected and frozen immediately at -20°C until it was processed for virus isolation, and WNV and Equine Herpesvirus 1 (EHV-1) PCR. For virus isolation, brain pool tissue homogenates were inoculated onto RK13 cells; the inoculated cell cultures were observed daily and a blind passage onto new cells was done after 7 days. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) for EHV-1 (Lawrence et al. 1994) and WNV (Johnson et al. 2001) genome detection were performed on DNA and RNA, respectively, extracted from the same tissue homogenates.

Samples from the feed supplement (mixture of corn kernels and wheat bran) were collected and analysed to determine the presence of FB1 and FB2 by liquid chromatography (AOAC 2000). Limits of Detection (LOD) were 10 ng/g for FB1 and 6 ng/g for FB2 (Signal-to-noise ratio = 3:1). Limits of Quantification (LOQ) were 18ng/g for FB1 and 30ng/g for FB2 (Signal-to-noise ratio = 5:1). Average recoveries at 100, 200, 400 and 600 μg/kg of spiked sample were greater than 99% for FB1 and the same level for FB2 was 103%. The precision of the methods was calculated in terms of relative standard deviation and were ranged between 7.5 and 17.0% for both fumonisins.

RESULTS

Pathological findings

Both necropsied horses were in very good nutritional condition, and in a mild to moderate state of post-mortem decomposition. Grossly, the brain of Horse # 2 had multiple to coalescing foci of hemorrhage, brown-yellow discoloration and softening of the sub-cortical cerebral white matter. No gross lesions were found in the brain of Horse # 1. The urinary bladder mucosa of Horse # 2 was diffusely reddened. The only other gross findings observed in these two horses consisted of multifocal, shallow, chronic ulcerations and presence of numerous larvae of Gasterophilus sp. attached to the non-glandular gastric mucosa.

Histological lesions were seen in the cerebral hemispheres, brainstem and cerebellum only and they were similar in both animals (Horses # 1 and 2). They consisted of extensive multifocal to coalescing areas of white matter rarefaction and necrosis, which occasionally extended into the adjacent gray matter. Affected white matter had severe eosinophilic proteinaceous edema, with scattered eosinophilic globules, and/or multifocal areas of hemorrhage. Throughout the areas of rarefaction, hemorrhage, edema and necrosis there were: (1) swollen astrocytes with large, vesicular nuclei; (2) a moderate number of activated glial cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm, well-demarcated cell boundaries, frequently containing intracytoplasmic, deeply eosinophilic, small globules and occasionally eccentric, hyperchromatic sometimes pyknotic nucleus (Fig. 4); (3) scattered neutrophils; and (4) rare eosinophils. Vascular changes were present in small arteries and veins within the areas of rarefaction and necrosis, and included hypertrophy and degeneration of the vascular endothelium, perivascular edema and hemorrhage, and thrombosis. Occasionally, there were perivasculare cuffs consisting of a low to moderate number of lymphocytes, histiocytes, fewer neutrophils and rare eosinophils (Fig.1-6). The urinary bladder of Horse # 2 had severe, acute, diffuse, sub-epithelial hemorrhage. No other significant histological abnormalities were observed.

Toxicology

The feed supplement appeared grossly normal and no evidence of mold was observed. Determination of fumonisins by the liquid chromatographic method revealed a concentration of 12,490μg/kg of FB1 and 5,251μg/kg of FB2.

Virology

No cytopathic viruses were isolated from brain tissue pool of Horse # 2; RT-PCR for EHV-1 and PCR for WNV genome detection resulted negative. No WNV IgM antibodies were detected in blood serum or CSF of Horse # 2.

DISCUSSION

Acute central neurological disease in horses can be caused by several viruses (e.g. WNV, EHV-1 and encephalitides viruses), protozoa (e.g. Sarcocystis neurona), bacteria (e.g. Listeria spp.), trauma and toxic substances (e.g. fumonisins and yellow starthistle - Centaurea solstitialis - intoxication). In this case, infectious encephalitides were ruled out by histology and also by the negative result of virus isolation. WNV and EHV-1 were also ruled out by the negative results of the PCR specific for these diseases and, in the case of WNV, by the negative serological results. No evidence of trauma was evident on necropsy.

The gross and histological features of ELEM, including the anatomical location of these changes are very characteristic of this condition. In this study a preliminary diagnosis of ELEM was established based on the gross lesions in the brain of Horse # 2 and on the histological changes observed in the brain of both horses. This diagnosis was confirmed by detection of toxic concentrations of FB1 and FB2 (17,741μg/kg) in the feed supplement that the animals were eating. This value is well over the amount of fumonisins considered toxic for horses. Most naturally occurring cases of ELEM have been seen in animals eating feedstuffs with fumonisins concentrations above 10,000μg/kg (Ross et al. 1991, Wilson et al. 1992).
Fig. 1. Cerebral cortex, horse #2. Areas of malacia and hemorrhage affecting the white matter (WM) and sparing the gray matter (GM). HE, 20x.

Fig. 2. Brainstem, horse #2. Multifocal, severe hemorrhage. HE, 20x.

Fig. 3. Cerebral cortex, horse #2. Abundant, eosinophilic homogeneous material (edema) and hemorrhage within the white matter. HE, 400x.

Fig. 4. Cerebral cortex, horse #2. White matter malacia with edema and extracytoplasmic eosinophilic globules (thick arrow), reactive glial cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm, distinct cell borders, intracytoplasmic deeply eosinophilic globules and eccentric hyperchromatic nucleus (thin arrows), and hypertrophied vascular endothelium (*). HE, 600x.

Fig. 5. Cerebral cortex, horse #2. Vascular thrombosis and perivascular hemorrhage within the white matter. H&E, 600x.

Fig. 6. Cerebral cortex, horse #2. Perivascular inflammatory infiltrate. HE, 600x.
To the best of our knowledge, lesions compatible with ELEM were diagnosed only once before in Argentina (Monina et al. 1981). However in that case the diagnosis was established based on clinical signs, gross and histological findings, and isolation of Aspergillus flavus, Penicillium spp., and Fusarium spp. from feed, but no measurement of fumonisins was performed. Isolation of Fusarium spp. from feed samples is no longer considered of diagnostic significance since this fungus is a frequent contaminant of corn and it does not always produce fumonisins (Uhlinger 1997, Beasley 1999, Galey 2009).

In the previous case reported in Argentina by Monina et al. (1981) the authors describe the presence of sub-epithelial hemorrhage in the urinary bladder which was also present in one of the horses in our study. These lesions have been previously reported to occur in ELEM confirmed cases (Rooney & Robertson 1996).

The swollen glial cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm, distinct cell borders, intracytoplasmic deeply eosinophilic globules and eccentric, hyperchromatic, occasionally pyknotic nucleus present throughout the areas of hemorrhage, edema and necrosis are referred to as oligodendrocytes or clasmatomendritic astroglia in the human pathology literature. It has been proposed that these macroglial cells incorporate plasma proteins and edema fluid that have been released into the brain parenchyma around areas of hemorrhage and phagocytose cellular debris in patients with cerebrovascular disease, which likely represents a homeostatic mechanism that tends to maintain the composition of the extracellular environment (Tomimoto et al. 1997, Del Bigio et al. 2000). The presence of this cell type has been previously described in cases of leukoenephalomalacia in horses (Riet-Correa et al. 1998, Câmara et al. 2008) and mules (Riet-Correa et al. 2007, Câmara et al. 2008).

Several authors reported a seasonal occurrence of ELEM with a peak of cases occurring between late fall to early spring (Rooney & Robertson 1996, Riet-Correa et al. 1998). This is consistent with the time of the year when the currently reported case occurred (August; middle of the winter in the Southern hemisphere).

ELEM cases have also been associated to wet climate conditions during the corn production period (Barros et al. 1984, Rooney & Robertson 1996). In our case no information about year of harvesting and storage conditions of the corn was available.

Although most fumonisins are produced by fungi of the genus Fusarium, other fungi such as Aspergillus niger (Frisvad et al. 2007) and Alternaria alternata (Abbas & Riley 1996, Mirocha et al. 1996), are capable of producing FB1 and FB2. Although it is most likely that the fumonisins detected in the feed in this case were produced by Fusarium spp., fungal culture of the feed was not performed and we cannot completely rule out that these compounds were produced by fungi other than Fusarium spp. To the best of our knowledge cases of ELEM caused by fumonisins produced by fungi different than Fusarium spp. are not reported.

ELEM is not frequently reported in Argentina despite the high frequency of fumonisins contamination detected in corn and corn by-products destined to animal and human consumption in this country (Solovey et al. 1999, Broggi et al. 2002, Broggi et al. 2007, Pacin et al. 2009). This situation may be due to the low frequency with which corn is used to feed horses or to the limited number of horse necropsies and/or toxicological studies performed, which are necessary to confirm the diagnosis.

CONCLUSIONS

This is the first confirmed outbreak of ELEM in Argentina in which toxic levels of fumonisins were detected in feed. Nevertheless, we believe the disease may be under-reported and it should be an important differential diagnosis in horses that develop acute neurologic signs and are consuming feedstuffs containing corn. Findings in this report emphasize the importance of detection of fumonisins and other mycotoxins related to health problems in feeds destined to animal and human consumption. This and other mycotoxicoses should not be underestimated in animal production systems, mainly those using grains and cereals as feedstuffs.
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